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Safety and handling instructions
 In order to use the instrument safely and correctly, fully read and understand
this operation manual.
 Ask our repair service personnel about maintenance of the instrument. Be
sure not to have the instrument overhauled by anyone other than qualified
repair personnel.
 Always keep this manual handy.

Pictorial Indication
In order to correctly use the product and prevent injury to users or other persons
or damage to property from occurring, be sure to carry out the following matters
according to the indication of this manual and product. The indication symbols
mean the following:

!

Danger

This symbol means “if you mishandle the instrument,
occurrence of imminent danger causing death or a serious
injury is anticipated.

!

Warning

This symbol means “if you mishandle the instrument, the
possibility of causing death or a serious injury is anticipated.

Caution

The symbol means “if you mishandle the instrument, the
possibility of causing a moderate or light injury, or damage to
property, is anticipated.

!

!

Danger

Prevention of electric shock by high voltage part
1. When you check the internal portion for maintenance or
inspection, be sure to turn the power switch off because high
voltage is used in some parts.
2．At the inspection, wash away salt on your hands, or when work
clothes, shoes, or the like is wet, change it with dried one.
3. In the unlikely event that you find a person struck by electricity, if
you directly touch the person, you may be also in danger of
receiving an electric shock. Therefore, inform everybody of it
without panic in a loud voice and turn the power switch off, or get
the person off the spot using a plate or the like. Then bring the
person back to life by artificial respiration or general meth od.
iv

! Warning
Warning at the check of the ship bottom part or the instrument.
1. When you perform the checking at the ship bottom part, be sure to
wear a helmet and safety shoes, act in pairs and create a system so
as to communicate with each other at any time.

!

Caution

Caution about installation location.
1. Avoid using the instrument at a location where the temperature
becomes 50°C more, such as a location where the instrument
receives direct sunlight for a long time or a location in the vici nity
of a heating appliance.
2. Avoid using the instrument at a location where the instrument
directly receives spindrift or at a humid location.

v

Safety of the hoist unit
・ Ship speed resistance
When using the hoisting device, be sure not to exceed the following ship speed
resistance of the hoisting device. When used in excess of the ship speed
resistance, the hoisting device may be damaged and cause an accident.
Ship speed
resistance

18 knots

・Change electrolytic corrosion-preventing zinc plates annually.
Be sure to perform electrolytic corrosion prevention. If electrolytic corrosion
prevention is not performed, the transducer may fall accidentally or there may
be an influx of seawater into a dome, in the worst case.

For the transducer
The transducer of this sonar system is filled with castor oil inside. This castor
oil may steep from the transducer cable due to outside temperature change,
but it does not affect the performance.

For preventing damage at sea
When the transducer or the hoisting device is damaged at sea, the sonar
system cannot be used, accordingly, the operation or safe navigation is
sometimes hindered. Furthermore, it takes a large amount of time and c ost to
exchange and repair the transducer or the hoisting device.
In order to prevent these accidents from occurring, store the transducer by
performing the following operations when conditions are as described below.
1. Condition
1) Sea condition with many float and drift
2) The case of getting out of an encircling net by a lightship of round haul
netter fleet
3) A shallow place where ropes or wires are set up under seas
4) During an anchorage of a ship

vi

2. Transducer storage operation
1) Press the “ascend” key of the hoisting device on the controller and store
the transducer.
2) During ascending, an arrowhead “” is indicated in upper right of the
screen and the display bar of the hoisting amount is gradually reduced.
3) When the transducer is stored and the hoisting device go es up to the upper
limit, the upper limit message is displayed and the hoisting device stops.

On the battery·electric cell exchange
In this instrument, a battery is used to have clock function. Perform exchange
of a battery periodically.
Be sure to change any expired batteries. If you leave a battery unchanged,
there is a risk of smoking and ignition.
＜Target of exchange＞
As to a battery, the target life is set to about two years as a standard. When the
battery is used under a high temperature, the life becomes shorter.
＜Exchange method＞
As to the exchange of a battery, make contact with our service personnel.

Batteries are valuable and recyclable resources. In changing batteries and
used product disposal, cooperate in recycling.
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For the safety operation! How to use the emergency
stop
Emergency Stop
Press both keys of
same time.

and

at a

Power OFF key
Power ON key

何らかの原因で操作が不能になった場合は 、緊急停止を行って下さい。
If the operation is disabled for some reason, execute the emergency stop.
Even if the hoist unit is ascending, power supply is shut off by executing the
emergency stop. To execute the emergency stop, press both keys of

and

at the same time.
Caution
 When executing the emergency stop, the whole system power supply is shut
off. T
 When executing the emergency stop, the hoisting device automatically
ascends.
 Take care not to press these keys together, during normal operations.
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INTRODUCTION
Thank you very much for purchasing our SCS-60 scanning sonar. We have
designed and manufactured instruments under strict quality controls for
performance and quality, and have accordingly won high levels of satisfaction
and confidence from our customers.
Since the SCS-60 scanning sonar has the following features, please read this
instruction manual carefully and make good use of the fine performance of this
instrument.
Features
 The entire circumference can be searched at the same time.
 The image processing function developed even further from the previous
model attains clearer images to be displayed.
 The world’s first compact sonar function for transmission/receipt stabilizing in
all directions allows for stable display even under bad sea conditions.
 The transducer, with a dome structure made from stainless steel, ensures
high maintainability as well as toughness.
 System downsizing has made the footprint small and has also made the
overall equipment simpler.

ix
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Chapter 1

Outline of Basic Operation

1.1 Emergency stop
In case of the occurrence of an abnormal situation, such as "power supply not cut off"
even though you cut off the power ON key (

), “keys of the controller do not function,”

or “sonar action stopped,” press the power ON key (
) and power OFF key (
the controller at the same time so as to cut the power supply of the entire system.

) of

When the power supply is cut off by the emergency stop switch, the hoisting device goes
up automatically to store the transducer. Apply the power again, and then check if the
transducer is safely stored, for the prevention of danger.
When the power supply cannot be applied again, store the transducer using the manual
operation of the hoisting device. For the method of manual operation, refer to Chapter 7
Operation and Maintenance of the Hoisting System.

1.2 Basic operation
1.2.1 ON/OFF of the power supply
(1) Apply the power supply.
Press the power ON key (
) of the controller for one second or more.
It takes about two to three minutes for the startup of a sonar screen. The sonar is
started up in a mode that is used before cutting the power supply.
(2) Cutting the power supply
(a) Press the
key of the controller to store the transducer.
During the storage operation of the transducer, an arrow "↑" is displayed at
the left of the hoisting amount display.
When the operation is performed up to the upper limit, the hoisting amount is
indicated as being completely empty. Further, a message regarding the
upper limit is indicated on the screen.
When the hoisting amount as indicated has not yet reached the lower limit,
the transmission is automatically stopped by the operation of "AUTO TX"
(effective when "TX" in "MENU" is set to "AUTO").
(b) Press the power OFF key (

) to cut the power supply.
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(Note)
If you cut the power switch without storing the transducer, the storage
operation of the transducer is automatically performed by the "Automatic
ascending operation." After storing the transducer up to the upper limit,
the power supply is automatically shut off. In addition, when cutting the
power supply for safety, cut the power supply after storing the transducer.
1.2.2 Descent and ascent of the transducer
(1) Projecting the transducer
Press the descending key (
) of the controller to lower the transducer.
During the descent operation of the transducer, the upper lamp of the descending
key (
) flashes on and off. Also, during the descent operation, "↓" is displayed
at the left of the hoisting amount indication.
When the operation is performed up to the lower limit, the hoisting amount
indication is displayed as being completely filled and the upper lamp of the
descending key (
on the screen.

) is turned on. Further, the lower limit message is displayed

When the hoisting amount has reached the lower limit, the transmission is
automatically stopped by the operation of "AUTO TX" (effective when "TX" in
"MENU" is set to "AUTO").
(2) Storing the transducer
Press the ascending key (
) of the controller to store the transducer.
During the ascent operation of the transducer, the upper lamp of the ascending
key (
) flashes on and off. Also, during the ascent operation of the transducer,
"↑" is displayed at the left of the hoisting amount indication.
When the operation is performed up to the upper limit, the hoisting amount
indication is displayed as being completely empty and the upper lamp of the
ascending key (
the screen.

) is turned on. Further, the upper limit message is displayed on

When the hoisting amount has not yet reached the lower limit, the transmission is
automatically stopped by the operation of "AUTO TX" (effective when "TX" in
"MENU" is set to "AUTO").
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1.2.3 Display screen
Regarding the layout screen image mode and sub-display of the sonar, there are five
types of displays. By switching as needed, these displays can be used effectively.
Layout screen image mode
1．Full-screen sonar display
2．Horizontal sonar display
3．Multi-image display
4．Echo sounder display
5．Audio display
1.2.4 Gain adjustment
The receiving gain is adjusted by the GAIN keys (

and

) of the controller.

The gain can be set in the range of 0.0 to 10.0 The gain is raised by the

key

and lowered by the
key. The gain is adjusted such that the fish school echo
clearly appears on the screen and the noise is minimized. In addition, this instrument
executes the gain control for the TVG; if the distance is increased, the gain is
automatically increased. By virtue of this, fish schools at both long distance and short
distance are displayed similarly on the screen.
1.2.5 Tilt adjustment
The tilt is adjusted by the tilt keys (
and
) of the controller. The tilt can be set
by 1° (degree) in the range from +5° (to the upward direction from the horizontal
direction) to -60° (to the downward direction from the horizontal direction).
The tilt is adjusted to the upward direction by the

key and adjusted to the

downward direction by the
key. The angle is adjusted to the direction where you
want to search for fish schools.
For the tilt adjustment operation, there are four modes: Manual, Auto, One shot, and
Track.
1.2.6 Range adjustment
The range can be adjusted with the range keys (
The range can be set to a long distance with the
distance with the
detection range.

and

) of the controller.
range key and to a short

range key. These keys can be used to adjust the fish school
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Chapter 2

Names and Functions of the Controller Keys

2.1 Names of keys
17. Ascent key
16. Two-touch keys block

18. Descent key

1. Power ON key
2. Power OFF key

15. Tilt
▲▼ keys
3.Off-center key

4. Menu key
14. Gain
▲▼ keys

5. Menu back key
6. Event erasing key

13. Range
▲▼ keys

7. Track ball
12. Bearing mark
keys

8. Event key
9. Setting key
10. Fish school mark erasing key
11. Fish school mark key
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2.2 Key Functions
1. Power ON key

The entire system power supply is turned ON.

2. Power OFF key
Emergency stop key

The entire system power supply is turned OFF.
In the event of an emergency requiring instantaneous
cutting of the power supply, the entire system power
supply is cut by pressing both the power ON key
(
) and the power OFF key (
time.

) at the same

3. Off-center key

The sonar image display range is magnified by 1.5
times. It is switched in the order from ON to OFF.

4. Menu key

Turns the menu display ON

5. Menu back key

Turns the menu display OFF

6. Event erasing key

Older event marks are erased in the order of
(hexagon),
(round), and
(square). Also, it is
possible to erase any event mark in the cross-cursor
position.

7. Track ball

This is used to move the cross-cursor.

8. Event keys

An event mark can be displayed in the cross-cursor
position (three types, the maximum 10 for each
mark).
menu.

is also used when selecting from the

9. Setting key

Sets a load position or timing of a multi-image,
casting net, etc.

10. Fish school mark erasing

Erases a fish school mark

key
11. Fish school mark key

Displays a fish school mark as an estimated position
of a fish school
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12. Bearing mark keys

The acoustic sound mark is moved clockwise by the
key and counterclockwise by the

13. Range keys

The display range is changed to one with a longer
distance by the
distance by the

14. Gain keys

key and one with a shorter
key.

The receiving gain is increased by the
is decreased by the

15. Tilt keys

key.

key and

key.

Transmission and reception beam angles are
changed to the water surface direction by the
key and are changed to the sea-bottom direction
by the

16. Two-touch key block

key.

The keys in this block can be used in combination
with the
and
keys. Select a function key
first (the light of the key turns ON), and then change
its set value with the

or

keys.

b. Mode key
c. Sonar memory key

d. Preset key

a. PP filter key
e. UP key

f. DOWN key

a. PP filter key

This key is used when there is sea noise or
interference from other boats.
In interference removal mode, the interference
removal level can be increased in the order from
"PPF1" to "PPF10." If the interference removal level
is too strong, the detection of small fish schools may
be disabled. Use this key with the value adjusted to
remove noise at the minimum level.

b. Mode key

This key is used to change the screen.
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c. Sonar memory key

This key is used to restore the memory selected from
among the STD1 to STD10 internal cards.

d. Preset key

Each key is used to register one menu item selected
from the preset menu.

-

e. UP key

This key is used to increase a set value.

f. DOWN key

This key is used to decrease a set value.

17．Ascent key

Stores the transducer

18．Descent key

Projects the transducer
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Chapter 3

Marks and Numerical Displays

The following standard marks and numerical values are described in this chapter.
5 External synchronization
2 Bearing mark

6 Internal memory numbers

3 Audio mark
1 Cursor information
4 Bow line

7 Gain
8 Tilt

10 Transmission indication

9 Range

11 Hoisting amount
12 Date/time
13 Latitude/longitude

21 Stabilization
22 Fish school mark

14 Ship speed
15 Heading
16 Course
17 Depth
18 Water temperature
19 Wind speed/wind direction

23 Event mark
24 Event mark
25 Event mark

20 Event information

26 Cross cursor
27 User’s ship mark
33 Current Mark1
30 Range Ring Mark

28 Fish school movement
mark

29 User’s ship wake mark
33 Tilt information

31 Range Ring Distance Mark

33 Current Mark2

32 Color bar

1. Cursor information

The information consisting of the latitude and longitude of the
cross-cursor and the direct distance, horizontal distance, depth,
and compass bearing from the user’s boat position to the
cross-cursor is shown. When you do not input data for the
latitude and longitude of your boat using external equipment,
the information of the cross-cursor will not be shown.*

2. Bearing mark

The bearing scale is indicated. The mark is changed after
inputting bow-bearing information from external equipment.*

3. Audio mark

This mark shows the signal range using audible sound and an
audio screen. The signal range is the region between the two
lines (yellow).
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4. Bow line

This line shows the direction in which the ship is going (light blue).

5. External synchronization
The external synchronization mode is activated by menu
selection in the order of "MENU”–“TX”–“TX SYNCRO”–
“EXTERNAL." The mode is indicated as “EXT” on the screen.
6. Internal Memory Number
This field shows the memory number with which the settings
being currently used are stored. The standard value is
indicated as “STD” in red.
7. Gain

This field shows the gain of the sonar image that is currently
in use.

8. Tilt

This

field

shows

the

tilt

of

the

directional

transmission/reception beam that is currently in use.
9. Range

This field shows the range of the sonar image that is currently
in use. The range is interlocked with an off-center value.

10. Transmission indication
The

mark is displayed during transmission.

11. Hoisting amount

The projection amount of the hoisting device is indicated.

12. Date/time

The current date and time is shown.

13. Latitude/longitude The latitude and longitude of the user’s ship is shown. If
latitude/longitude information is not input from external
equipment, it will not be displayed.*
14. Ship speed

The user’s ship speed information is shown. If the speed
information of the user’s ship is not input from external
equipment, it will not be displayed.*
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15. Heading

The ship heading information is shown. If heading information
is not input from external equipment, it will not be displayed.*

16. Course

The course of the user’s ship is shown. If course information
is not input from external equipment, it will not be displayed.*

17. Depth

The water depth information is shown. If water depth
information is not input from external equipment, it will not be
displayed.*

18. Water temperature The water temperature is shown. If water temperature
information is not input from external equipment, it will not be
displayed.*
19. Wind speed/wind direction
The wind speed and wind direction are shown. If the wind
speed and wind direction information is not input from external
equipment, it will not be displayed.*
20. Event Information The information of the event mark

is shown. You can select

event information from "Relative"; "Deviation"; and
“Latitude/longitude.”
"Relative" shows the horizontal distance, depth, and compass
bearing.
"Deviation" shows the deviation distance and deviation speed.
"Latitude/longitude" shows that of the event mark.
If “Latitude/longitude” is set with the latitude and longitude
information of the user’s ship not being input from external
equipment, “Latitude/longitude” will not be displayed.*
21. Stabilization

This function reduces the influence of ship wavering on the
screen as caused by the shaking of the ship. The stabilization
mode is activated by menu selection in the order of "MENU” –
“SUB SCREEN” – “STABILIZATION” – “ON."
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22. Fish school mark

When the fish school mark key is pressed twice, the fish school
moving speed and the direction are calculated from the moving
distance and the time difference so that the estimated position
of the fish school is displayed.

23. Event mark

Each time the event key (
) of the controller is pressed,
event mark
is displayed at the cross-cursor position.

24. Event mark

Each time the event key (
) of the controller is pressed,
event mark
is displayed at the cross-cursor position.

25. Event mark

Every time the event key (
) of the controller is pressed,
event mark
is displayed at the cross-cursor position.

26. Cross cursor

With the track ball of the controller, you can move the
cross-cursor freely.

27. User’s ship mark
This mark indicates the position of the ship, appearing in the
center of the sonar image. The mark’s direction agrees with the
direction in which the ship is moving.
28. Fish school movement mark
When the fish school mark key is pressed twice, the direction
in which the fish school is moving is displayed.
29. Wake mark

The wake mark of the user’s ship is shown. If the latitude and
longitude information is not input from external equipment, it
will not be displayed.*

30. Range Ring Mark

Three to five circles are spaced evenly in each range.

* Please contact our service engineers to confirm if your model is connectable to particular
external equipment.
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31. Range Ring Distance Mark
Shows distance from a vessel to range ring mark.
32. Color Bar

This bar consists of 32 colors showing the strength of the echo
received. The higher the signal strength is, the redder the
indication shows.

33. Current Mark1

Shows the tidal current signal received from a current meter.
The direction shows the tidal current direction, and the length
shows the tidal current speed.

Current Mark2

Shows the tidal current direction received from a current meter.
When there is no tidal current signal, the marker moves to the
ship position.
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34. Tilt information

The tilt information currently set is shown.

1.Range
2. Tilt

4. Gain
5. Directional width distance
6. Directional width
7. Tilt line

3. Water depth

8. Tilt scale
10. Distance

9. Multiple mark

1. Range

The current range is displayed.

2. Tilt

The current tilt is displayed.

3. Water depth

The water depth received is displayed as a numerical value, and a
line is shown for the corresponding depth.

4. Gain

The current gain is displayed.

5. Directional width distance
The directional width distance indication shows the transmission
directional width distance of the multiple mark.
6. Directional width
This is the transmission directional width at the distance at a
position where the tilt line and the multiple mark cross each other.
7. Tilt line

The center line indicates the current tilt, and the upper and lower
lines indicate the transmission directional angle.

8. Tilt scale

The scale markings are per 5°. The display range is 0° to −60°.

9. Multiple marks

These marks are displayed with intervals for which the length is
the divided length of the current range into three to five sections.

10. Distance

Shows distance from a vessel to range ring mark.
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Chapter 4

Menu

Many functions that are not used with the controller can be used by opening the menu.
These functions enable settings for specific purposes and allow for more functional sonar
usage.
The menu is operated using the menu key (
operated by the track ball.

) on the controller and the cross-cursor

4.1 Entering the menu
Press the menu key (
of the screen.

) on the controller. The menu screen is displayed in the right part

Move the cross-cursor using the track ball onto the frame of the menu item that you want
to select. Press the menu key (
) of the controller, and then the menu item in the frame
that is selected with the cross-cursor is opened.
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4.2 Settings of the MENU
4.2.1 Selecting a setting
Place the cross-cursor on the frame of the menu item you want to select, and then
press the menu key (

) to select a setting.

Select a setting.

Example: When restoring the standard settings
Press the menu key (
Step 1

) of the controller to open the menu.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

- Put the

- Put the

- Put the

cross-cursor on

cross-cursor on

cross-cursor on

cross-cursor on

"SETTINGS

"STANDARD"

"OK" and press

"MEMORY" and

LOAD" and

and press

press

press

- Press
- Put the

.

.

.
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.

.

4.2.2 Setting a numeric value
The MENU contains items set by decreasing or increasing numeric values. The setting
method is as follows.
Place the cross-cursor on the frame of the up key ( ▲ ) in the menu, and then press
the menu key (
) to increase the numeric value. Place the cross-cursor on the frame
of the down key ( ▼ ) in the menu, and press the menu key
to decrease the
numeric value.

The set value is increased.
The set value is decreased.

Example: Changing the numeric value setting of the clutter
Press the menu key (
) of the controller to open the menu.
The menu has a hierarchical structure. Place the cross-cursor on the menu item that
you want to select and press the menu key (

).

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

- Press
.
- Put the cross-cursor

- Put the cross-cursor

- Put the cross-cursor

on "CLUTTER" and

on ▲ or ▼ and press

on "RX" and press

press

to change the
value.

.

.
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4.3 Returning to the previous menus
4.3.1 Changing the menu with the menu back key
Press the menu back key (
) of the controller while the MENU is open. Then, the
menu goes back to that of the upper hierarchy that is immediate above the current
hierarchy.
4.3.2 Changing the menu with the cross-cursor and menu key
Move the cross-cursor onto the frame of the upper hierarchy menu while the MENU is
open, and then press the menu key (
to that of the upper hierarchy.

) of the controller. Then, the menu goes back

Example: When returning from the numeric value setting clutter menu
This explains how to change the menu using the menu key (

) and trackball.

Step 3

Close "MENU."
Return to the Step 1 "MENU."
Return to the Step 2 "RX"

To return from the clutter menu of Step 3 to the reception menu of Step 2, put the
cross-cursor on the frame of "CLUTTER" of the menu, and then press the menu key
(
) of the controller.
To return to "MENU" of Step 1, place the cross-cursor on the frame of "RX of "MENU,"
and then press the menu key (

) of the controller.

To close the menus, put the cross-cursor on the frame of "MENU," and then press the
menu key (

) of the controller.

The details of "MENU" are described in the Menu list.
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4.4 Setting details
4.4.1 Points to note for setting details
The sonar system, the change of a set value may result in an adverse effect on system
performance. In principle, changes are made by our service engineers. However, if
changes are made by yourself, you must be very careful not to influence system
performance.
If you cannot restore the original settings, perform the procedure described in
"Example: When restoring the standard settings" of 4.2.1 Selecting a setting. Then,
you can restore the standard settings.
4.4.2 Opening " OPTION "
“OPTION” can be opened as follows.
1. Move the cursor with the
track ball to the bottom of the
screen.

Enlarged view of the area in the red circle

After the operation as described in 1, press the menu key (
opens.

The setting details list shows the contents of " OPTION."
4-5

). Then, "OPTION"

<MEMO>
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Chapter 5

Preset Functions

5.1 What is a preset function?
With a preset function, you can register a menu item that you use very often but that
located in a deep layer as a shortcut, so that you can use such menu easily. This function
is referred to as a “preset function.”
The following 23 menu items can be registered as reserved items using a preset function.
You can confirm the reserved menu items by pressing the menu key (
controller to open “MENU” and then by selecting "PRESET."
Page 1

) on the

Page 2

Preset menu items
To register these preset menu items as shortcuts, there are two methods as follows.
to
of the controller
(1) Registering an item in a preset key from
(2) Registering an item in the sub-screen selection area on the sonar screen
The above two methods are used in different ways. The instructions for using the two
methods are described below.
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5.2.1 Registering a function to one of the PS1–5 keys on the controller
Registration procedure:
Similar to menu operations, registration is performed using the cross-cursor and the
menu key (

).

) of the controller and select "PRESET"
(1) Press the menu key (
(2) With the function that you want to register selected by the cursor, press one of the
to
keys of the controller. When registration is completed, the preset key to
which the function is registered is displayed on the right side of the preset menu
item name.
Example: Registering "SONAR AREA" to the preset key
Place the cross-cursor on the preset
menu item to be registered.

When you press the preset key (
) on
the controller, the function will be
registered to the preset key.
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Operating the registered preset key
The registered preset key is operated by one of the
controller and by the UP/DOWN keys (
preset keys.

and

to

preset keys on the

) located at the right side of the

(1) Press the preset key that you want to operate, and then turn ON the red LED
located above the preset key.
(2) By operating the UP/DOWN keys (
and
) located at the right side of the
preset keys, you can change the setting of the function registered to the preset key
for which the LED is ON. The UP/DOWN keys (
depending on the preset function.

and

) function differently

I. Menu items with numerical value settings
Preset function menu

Value to set (setting range)
0–10 (1)
1–20 (1)
40–800 (20)
0–10 (1)
1–10 (1)
1–10 (1)

TX POWER
TX PULSE
TX SYNCRO
AUDIO VOL
RC BRTNESS BACK
RC BRTNESS KEY
Each time the up key (
Each time the down key (

) is pressed, the setting value increases.
) is pressed, the setting value decreases.
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II. Menu items with fixed values
Preset menu

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

TM/RM

RM/HU

RM/NU

TM/CU

DISCRI

DISCRIM1

DISCRIM2

PP FILTER

PP
FILTER 1

PP
FILTER 2

TX SYNCHRO

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

SONAR AREA

FULL
SCREEN

HORIZONTAL

SUB AREA 1

NON

EVENT

SUB AREA 2

NON

EVENT

SUB AREA 3

NON

NET INFO

EVENT

TEMP
GRAPH
AUTO
5°

FISH
GRAPH
ONE SHOT
10°

CURRENT
GRAPH
TRACK

NARROW

WIDE

MAX WIDE

NET CAST

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

Set 10

DISCRIM3

DISCRIM4

DISCRIM5

DISCRIM6

DISCRIM10

PP
FILTER 3

PP
FILTER 4

PP
FILTER 5

PP
FILTER 6

PP
FILTER 10

MULTI

ECHO
SOUNDER

AUDIO

(1)

NET SET(2)
VRM(3)

SUB AREA 4

NON

TILT MODE
AUTO TILT
WAKE
RESET(4)
TX BEAM
WIDTH

MANUAL
2°

MAX
NARROW

Each time the up key (
→ Set 2).
Each time the down key (
(Set 2 → Set 1).

DEPTH/
WIND
DEPTH/
WIND

SHORTCUT1
SHORTCUT2

EVENT

TILT

) is pressed, the set numbers will go up one-by-one (Set 1

) is pressed, the set numbers will go down one-by-one

(1)

The setting details of "NET CAST" are described in 5. 3. 1. NET CAST.

(2)

The setting details of "NET SET" are described in 5. 3. 2. NET SET.

(3)

The setting details of "VRM" are described in 5. 3. 3.VRM.

(4)

The setting details of "WAKE RESET" re described in 5. 3. 22. WAKE RESET.
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5.2.2 Registering a function to one of the sub-area selection items on the sonar
screen
Registration procedure:
A preset function can be registered in “SUB AREA 1” or “SUB AREA 2.”
As in menu operations, the registration is performed using the cross-cursor and the
menu key (

).

(1) Press the menu key (
) of the controller to open the menu.
(2) Put the cross-cursor on "PRESET" in the menu, and then press the menu key
(
).
(3) With the function that you want to register selected by the cursor, press the menu
key (
).
(4) Put the cross-cursor on the frame of the function that you want to register on the
reservation screen of “SUB AREA 1” or “SUB AREA 2,” and then press the menu
key (
).
(5) Register the function that you selected to the reservation screen of “SUB AREA 1”
or “SUB AREA 2.”
Example: Registering "TX PULSE" to the reservation screen
(1) Open "MENU" and select "PRESET 1" from “SUB AREA 1.” The reservation screen
will be displayed on “SUB AREA.”

Select "SHORTCUT 1."

SUB AREA 1
SUB AREA 2
SUB AREA 3

SUB AREA 4
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(2) Open the preset menu and select item which you want to use.

Select "TX PULSE.”

(3) Select the function that you want to register using the cross-cursor, and then press
the menu key (

).

Put the cross-cursor on the item
(“DWELL” here) that you want to
change on the reservation screen
of a sub area and select the preset
item.

When you click "MENU," “TX PULSE”
will be registered.
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Operating the registered preset key
(1) Operation method using the event keys
On the reservation screen, the registered function and the present settings are
displayed. When you want to change the settings, put the cursor in the frame of the
reservation screen, and then press the event key (
event key (

). Each time you press the

), the setting numbers will go up one-by-one (Set 1, Set 2, etc.).

The setting contents of each function are shown in the following table.
Each time you press the event key, the setting number goes up.
Preset menu

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

TM/RM

RM/HU

RM/NU

TM/CU

DISCRIM

DISCRIM1

DISCRIM2

PP FILTER

PP
FILTER 1

PP
FILTER 2

NET CAST

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

Set 10

DISCRIM3

DISCRIM4

DISCRIM5

DISCRIM 6

DISCRIM10

PP
FILTER 3

PP
FILTER 4

PP
FILTER 5

PP
FILTER 6

PP
FILTER 10

(1)

NET SET(2)
VRM(3)

TX POWER

Any value from 0 to 10 can be set.

TX PULSE

Any value from 1 to 10 can be set.

TX SYNCRO

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

TX CYCLE

Any value from 40 to 800 can be set.

SONAR AREA

FULL
SCREEN

HORIZONTAL

SUB AREA 1

NON

EVENT

SUB AREA 2

NON

EVENT

ECHO
SOUNDER

MULTI
DEPTH/
WIND
DEPTH/
WIND

SHORTCUT1
SHORTCUT2

NET
INFO
TEMP
GRAPH

FISH
GRAPH

CURRENT
GRAPH
TRACK

SUB AREA 3

NON

SUB AREA 4

NON

TILT MODE

MANUAL

AUTO

ONE SHOT

AUTO TILT

2°

5°

10°

AUDIO VOL

EVENT
EVENT

TILT

Any value from 0 to 10 can be set.

RC BRTNESS
BACK
RC BRTNESS
KEY

Any value from 1 to 10 can be set.
Any value from 1 to 10 can be set.

WAKE RESET
TX BEAM WIDTH

AUDIO

The wake is reset each time the event key is pressed.
MAX
NARROW

NARROW

WIDE

MAX WIDE

(1)

The setting details of "NET CAST" are described in 5. 3. 1. NET CAST.

(2)

The setting details of "NET SET" are described in 5. 3. 2. NET SET.

(3)

The setting details of "VRM" are described in 5. 3. 3.VRM.
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(2) Operation method using the menu key and menu back key
To change the settings with the menu key (
) and the menu back key (
),
place the cross-cursor on the frame of the function on the reservation screen, and
then press the menu key (

) or the menu back key (

).

I. Menu for setting any given value
Preset menu
TX POWER
TX PULSE
DWELL
AUDIO VOL
RCBRTNESS BACK
RCBRTNESS KEY
Each time the menu key (

Value to set (setting range)
0–10 (1)
1–20 (1)
40–800 (20)
0–10 (1)
1–10 (1)
1–10 (1)

) is pressed, the setting value increases.

Each time the menu back key (

) is pressed, the setting value decreases.
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II. Menu for setting a fixed value
Each time you press the menu key, the setting number goes up.
Preset menu

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

TM/RM

RM/HU

RM/NU

TM/CU

DISCRIM

DISCRMI 1

DISCRIM 2

PP FILTER

PP
FILTER 1

PP
FILTER 2

NET CAST

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

DISCRM 4

DISCRMI 5

DISCRIM 6

PP
FILTER 4

PP
FILTER 5

PP
FILTER 6

Set 10

(1)

NET SET(2)
VRM(3)
DISCRMI
3
PP
FILTER 3

TX POWER

Any value from 0 to 10 can be set.

TX PULSE

Any value from 1 to 10 can be set.

TX SYNCRO

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

TX CYCLE

Any value from 40 to 800 can be set.

SONAR AREA

FULL
SCREEN

HORIZONTAL

SUB AREA 1

NON

EVENT

SUB AREA 2

NON

EVENT
NET
INFO
TEMP
GRAPH

SUB AREA 3

NON

SUB AREA 4

NON

TILT MODE

MANUAL

AUTO

AUTO TILT

2°

5°

ECHO
SOUNDER

MULTI
DEPTH/
WIND
DEPTH/
WIND

AUDIO

SHORTCUT1
SHORTCUT2

EVENT
FISH
GRAPH
ONE
SHOT

CURRENT
GRAPH

EVENT

TILT

TRACK

10°

AUDIO VOL

Any value from 0 to 10 can be set.

RCBRTNESS
BACK
RCBRTNESS
KEY

Any value from 1 to 10 can be set.
Any value from 1 to 10 can be set.

WAKE RESET
TX BEAM
WIDTH

DISCRIM
10
PP FILTER
10

The wake is reset each time the event key is pressed.
MAX
NARROW

NARROW

WIDE

MAX WIDE

Each time you press the menu back key, the setting number goes down.

Each time the menu key (
(Set 1 → Set 2).

) is pressed, the setting number will go up one-by-one

Each time the menu back key (
down-by-one (Set 2 → Set 1).

) is pressed, the setting number will go

(1)

The setting details of "NET CAST" are described in 5. 3. 1. NET CAST.

(2)

The setting details of "NET SET" are described in 5. 3. 2. NET SET.

(3)

The setting details of "VRM" are described in 5. 3. 3.VRM.
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5.3 Operations for reservations
5.3.1 NET CAST
"NET CAST" is used to store the location of a net. While "NET CAST" is enabled, a red
flag mark appears at the location of the ship. The flag moves with the ship tracking as
the ship moves. When the net information is entered, both the net location and water
depth specified in the NF setting are displayed.
To use this function, it is necessary to enter ship speed and direction information.
Operation procedure 1: When this function is used after it is registered to the
two-touch key on the controller
(a) Register "NET CAST" to any preset keys of
(The details are described in 5.2.1.)

to

.

(b) Press the preset key to which "NET CAST" is registered at the same time a net is
cast. A red flag mark then appears at the location of the ship.
(c) To erase the red flag, press again the preset key to which "NET CAST" is
registered.
Operation procedure 2: When this function is used after it is registered in “SUB
AREA” on the sonar screen
(a) Register "NET CAST" in “SUB AREA” on the sonar screen.
(b) Place the cross-cursor over the frame, and then press the set key (
) of the
controller. (The color of the frame turns pink, indicating that cast operation is
enabled.)
(c) Press the set key (
) key of the controller at the same time a net is cast. A red
flag mark then appears at the location of the ship.
(d) The red flag is set and reset repeatedly each time the set key (
) is pressed.
(e) To cancel "NET CAST" mode, place the cross-cursor over the frame of the "NET
CAST" preset key, and then press the set key (
).
(The pink color of the flame disappears, indicating that cast mode is cancelled.)
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5.3.2 NET SET
This function is for displaying a ring mark according to the fish school echo before a
net is cast. This ring mark can also be used to display a predicted circular of the cast
net, and to determine the size of the fish school echo. The size of the ring mark can be
changed in the "NET LENGTH" settings from “MENU.”
To enable this function, it is necessary to enter ship speed and direction information.
Operation procedure 1: When this function is used after it is registered to the
two-touch key of the controller
(a) Register "NET SET" to any preset keys of
(The details are described in 5.2.1.)

to

.

(b) Place the cross-cursor over any position to display the ring mark, and then press
the preset key in which "NET SET" is registered. The ring mark then appears on
the screen.
(c) To erase the ring mark, press again the preset key to which "NET SET" is
registered.
Operation procedure 2: When this function is used after it is registered in “SUB
AREA” on the sonar screen
(a) Register "NET SET" in “SUB AREA” on the sonar screen.
(b) Place the cross-cursor over the frame, and then press the set key (
) of the
controller. (The color of the frame turns pink, indicating that "NET SET" operation
is enabled.)
(c) Press the set key (
screen.

) of the controller. A red ring mark then appears on the

(d) The red ring mark is set and reset repeatedly each time that the set key (
pressed.

) is

(e) To cancel "NET SET" mode, place the cross-cursor over the frame of the "Net
Set" preset key, and then press the set key (
).
(The pink color of the frame disappears, indicating that the mode is cancelled.)
Ring Mark Size Setting
The ring mark size can be set in "NET LENGTH" of "VALUE SET" selected from
"OPTION." The net length can be set in the range of 0 to 2,000 m in increments of 50
m.
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5.3.3 VRM
This function is used to display the VRM of which distance can be changed.
< Operation procedure 1> (using this function after it is registered to the two touch
(a)

key of the controller)
Register the “VRM” to any one of the preset keys from

to

.

(for more details, refer to Section 5.2.1)
(b)

On the sonar screen, press the preset key in which “VRM” is registered. The
VRM appears on the screen. Then, the VRM distance can be changed by
moving the cross cursor.

(c)

Press again the preset key in which “VRM” is registered. Then, the VRM
distance is decided and will not change even the cross cursor is moved.

(d)

To erase the VRM perform as follows: Press the preset key in which “ VRM” is
registered to be ready to change the VRM distance. Move the cross cursor to
the ship. Then, the VRM disappears. After that, press the preset key in which
“ VRM” is registered.

< Operation procedure 2 > (using this function after it is registered in the sub area
selection area of the sonar screen)
(a)

Register “ VRM” in the sub area selection area of the sonar screen.

(b)

Place the cross cursor over the registered “VRM” frame, and press the set key
. Then, the frame color turns pink to enable the “VRM” function.

(c)

Press the set key

(d)

Press again the set key

(e)

changed even the cross cursor is moved.
To erase the VRM, perform as follows: Press the set key

on the sonar screen. The VRM appears on the screen.
. Then, the VRM distance is decided and not
to be ready to

change the VRM distance. Move the cross cursor to the ship. Then, the VRM
disappears. After that, press the set key
(f)

.

To cancel the “ VRM” mode, place the cross cursor over the registered “ VRM”
frame, and press the set key
. The pink color of the frame disappears and
the mode is cancelled.
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VRM distance
VRM

Net Set mark

Net Cast mark

Wake

A display example of Net Cat, Net Set and VRM
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5.3.4 TX POWER
The “TX POWER” setting can be changed. The setting range is from 0 to 10. When "0"
is set to “TX POWER,” transmission will be stopped. When "10" is set, the output will
be at its highest. The larger the value, the larger the transmission output, and also the
wider the search range becomes.

5.3.5 TX PULSE
The “TX PULSE” setting can be changed. The setting range is from 1 to 20. "1" is the
minimum, and "20" is the maximum. It is recommended to use a short pulse width
when you want to detect a fish school in the shallows or when you want to confirm the
density of a fish school.

5.3.6 TX SYNCRO
This is for setting the synchronization of the sonar operations. When "Internal" is set
for “TX SYNCRO,” the sonar will be operated in synchronized mode. When "External"
is set, the sonar will be operated in synchronization with external signals. If there is a
lot of echo sounder noise, etc., it is recommended to input external signals from the
echo sounder and operate the sonar in external synchronization mode.

5.3.7 TX CYCLE
The transmission cycle can be adjusted. It is recommended to increase the set value
when there is interference. This function is enabled when 5.3.6. TX SYNCRO is set to
"INTERNAL."

5.3.8 SONAR AREA
Using this "SONAR AREA," the sonar images to be displayed on the screen can be
changed without opening the menus of the multiple sonar area mode.

5.3.9 SUB AREA 1
5.3.10 SUB AREA 2
5.3.11 SUB AREA 3
5.3.12 SUB AREA 4
Using "SUB AREA 1” through “SUB AREA 4," the SUB AREAs to be displayed on the
screen can be changed without opening the menus for these SUB AREAs.
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5.3.13 TM/RM
(1) RM/HU
In this mode, the bow of the ship always points to the top of the screen. The
position of the ship is fixed at the center of the screen. The reflected image of fish
schools moves around on the screen relative to the movement of the ship. Normally,
the system is operated using these settings for finding a fish school.
(2) RM/NU
In this mode, the top of the screen always points north. The ship is fixed at the
center of the screen, and the mark representing the ship turns as the ship changes
its course. The reflected image of fish schools moves around on the screen relative
to the movement of the ship.
(3) TM/CU
In this mode, the top of the screen always points north. The reflected images of the
ship and fish schools move around on the screen in accordance with their
movements. This mode is used to observe the movements of the ship and fish
schools. When the ship goes out of screen, the screen automatically changes so
that the ship is displayed at the center of the screen once again.
Information on the ship speed and bearings is required in order to observe these
movements.
When this mode is active, the off-center mode is invalid.

5.3.14 DISCRIM
You can set “DISCRIM to select the desired mode for the signal processing of the
sonar images.
There are 10 types of settings: "DISCRIM 1 to 10.” Signal processing is stronger in the
order from "DISCRIM 1” to "DISCRIM 10.” You may select the setting in accordance
with the type of fish and your preference.

5.3.15 PP FILTER
“PP FILTER” is used to eliminate acoustic noise from other ships, random noise,
and/or sea clutter generated during bad sea conditions.
There are 10 types of settings: "PPF 1 to 10." The filter level is stronger in the order
from "PPF 1" to "PPF 10," however, a strong PP FILTER setting may eliminate any
small fish school. It is recommended to set the filter value so that the minimum level of
noise can be eliminated.
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5.3.16 STABILIZATION
In "STABILIZATION" mode, the system detects the pitching and rolling of the ship and
controls the transmitted beam so that the beam will be directed in a certain direction.
When you set it to "ON," the " STABILIZATION " function will be activated. The "
STABILIZATION " function is effective when searching for fish schools, using the
stable images displayed on the screen regardless of the rolling of the ship.

5.3.17 TILT MODE
“TILT MODE" allows for making selection from the modes of tilt operations. When this
is set as “Auto,” automatic tilt mode is selected and the operations in this mode are
repeated. When using “One shot,” a one-time operation is performed in automatic tilt
mode. When selecting “Track,” Event 1 is tracked and the tilt value is changed.

5.3.18 AUTO TILT
“AUTO TILT" is used to set the change amount during automatic tilt mode.

5.3.19 AUDIO VOL
“AUDIO VOL" is used to adjust the audio volume. When you set the volume to "0," no
audible sound can be heard. When you set the volume to "10," the audible sound will
be at its loudest.

5.3.20 RC BRTNESS BACK
“RC BRTNESS BACK" is used to adjust the brightness of the backlight (green LED) of
the controller. The brightness is at its lowest when it is set to “1” and is at its highest
when it is set to “10.” Nothing is changed regarding sonar display or display modes.

5.3.21 RC BRTNESS KEY
“RC BRTNESS KEY" is used to adjust the brightness of the red LED on the keys of the
controller. The brightness is at its lowest when it is set to “1” and is at its highest when
it is set to “10.” Nothing is changed regarding sonar display or display modes.
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5.3.22 WAKE RESET
“WAKE RESET" is used to delete the wake marks drawn on the sonar screen. Once
this reset is executed, all of the wake marks already drawn are deleted to back to the
stand-by state. Note that once reset is executed, the drawn wake marks can never be
displayed again.
Operation procedure: When this function is used after it is registered in the
two-touch key on the controller
(a) Register the “WAKE RESET" function to any preset keys of
(The details are described in 5.2.1.)

to

.

(b) Press the preset key in which “WAKE RESET" is registered, and then the red LED
on the top of the preset key will turn ON. In this state, when either of the
UP/DOWN keys (
cleared off.

or

) are pressed, the wake marks already drawn can be

5.3.23 TX BEAM WIDTH
When Tx beam setting is “Wide,“ you can select beam width of vertical direction.When
you choose max narrow, its beam width is narrowest; on the other hand,when you
choose “max wide,“ you can get widest beam width.
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Chapter 6

Sonar Area Mode

6.1 Sonar area modes
There are five sonar area modes. If you fully understand the functions of these sonar area
modes and use these functions properly for the intended purposes, you can use the sonar
effectively.

6.2 Sonar area mode change
The sonar area modes can be changed using the two-touch keys of the controller or by
menu operation. Changing the sonar area modes by means of the two-touch keys of the
controller is simpler than the menu operations, which involve a complicated procedure.
Change by means of two-touch key operation
The sonar area modes can be changed by operating the mode key (
and the two-touch key block UP/DOWN keys (

and

) of the controller

).

Operation procedure:
(1) Press the mode key (
(

) of the controller to turn ON the red LED on the mode key

).

(2) The operation of the two-touch key block UP/DOWN keys (
and
change the sonar area modes, for which change is in the order as follows.
SONAR AREA MODE

UP key (

)

FULL SCREEN
HORIZONTAL
MULTI
AUDIO
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DOWN key (

)

) can

Change by means of menu operation
The sonar area modes can also be changed by menu operation using the cross-cursor
and the menu key (

).

Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (
) to open the menu.
(2) Place the cross-cursor over "SUB SCREEN," and then press the menu key
(
) to open the "SUB SCREEN" menu.
(3) Place the cross-cursor over "SONAR AREA," and then press the menu key
(
) to open the "SONAR AREA" menu.
(4) Place the cross-cursor over the sonar area mode item to be used, and then
press the menu key (
one.
MENU

) to change the current sonar area mode to the new

SUB SCREEN
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SONAR AREA

6.3 Full screen
6.3.1 Full screen mode
The full screen mode enlarges the display of the heading or true bearing images of the
horizontal screen using the entire screen. This mode will aid the identification of small
response that is detected with a long distance.

Full screen mode

Note: Neither true motion nor off-center motion are enabled in the full screen mode.
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6.3.2 Gain Adjustment
The gain in the full screen mode can be adjusted by operating the gain keys (

and

) of the controller or by means of menu operation using the cross-cursor and the
menu key (

).

Gain adjustment using the gain keys
The gain in the full screen mode can be adjusted by moving the cross-cursor to
anywhere on the screen and by pressing a gain key (

or

) of the controller.

Gain adjustment by menu operation
The gain can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu key
(

).
Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "GAIN,” and then press the menu key (
the "GAIN" menu.
(3) Place the cross-cursor over "▲,” and then press the menu key (

) to open
) to increase

the gain. Place the cross-cursor over "▼,” and then press the menu key (
decrease the gain.
MENU

GAIN
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) to

6.3.3 Tilt Adjustment
The tilt in the full screen mode can be adjusted by operating the tilt keys (

and

) of the controller or by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu key
(

).

Tilt adjustment by tilt key operation
The tilt in the full screen mode can be adjusted by moving the cross-cursor to
anywhere on the screen and by pressing a tilt key (

or

) of the controller.

Tilt adjustment by menu operation
The tilt can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu key
(

).
Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "TILT,” and then press the menu key (
the "TILT" menu.

) to open

(3) Place the cross-cursor over "▲,” and then press the menu key (
) to make
an upward adjustment of the tilt. Place the cross-cursor over "▼,” and then
press the menu key (

) to make a downward adjustment.
TILT

MENU
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6.3.4 Range Adjustment
The range in the full screen mode can be adjusted by operating the range keys (
and

) of the controller or by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu

key (

).

Range adjustment by range key operation
The range can be adjusted by moving the cross-cursor to anywhere on the screen and
by pressing a range key (

or

) of the controller.

Range adjustment by menu operation
The range can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu
key (
).
When changing the range by menu operation, select a range from the pre-registered
15 ranges displayed on the menu.
Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "RANGE,” and then press the menu key (
open the "RANGE" menu.

) to

(3) Place the cross-cursor over the range menu item to be used, and then press
the menu key (

) to change the range setting.

MENU

RANGE
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6.4 Horizontal screen
6.4.1 Horizontal screen mode
The horizontal screen mode displays a 360° horizontal image.

SUB AREA 1
SUB AREA 2

SUB AREA 3

SUB AREA 4

Horizontal screen

6.4.2 Gain adjustment
The gain in the horizontal screen mode can be adjusted by operating the gain keys
(

and

menu key (

) of the controller or by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the
).

Gain adjustment by gain key operation
The gain in the horizontal screen mode can be adjusted by moving the cross-cursor to
anywhere on the screen and by pressing the gain keys (
controller.

and

) of the

Gain adjustment by menu operation
The gain can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu key
(

). (For more details, refer to 6.3.2.)
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6.4.3 Tilt adjustment
The tilt in the horizontal screen mode can be adjusted by operating the tilt keys (
and

) of the controller or by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu

key (

).

Tilt adjustment by tilt key operation
The tilt can be adjusted by moving the cross-cursor to anywhere on the screen and by
pressing the tilt keys (

and

) of the controller.

Tilt adjustment by menu operation
The tilt can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu key
(

). (For more details, refer to 6.3.3.)

6.4.4 Range adjustment
The range in the horizontal screen mode can be adjusted by operating the range keys
(

and

menu key (

) of the controller or by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the
).

Range adjustment by range key operation
The range in the horizontal screen mode can be adjusted by moving the cross-cursor
to anywhere on the screen and by pressing the range keys (
controller.

and

) of the

Range adjustment by menu operation
The range can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu
key (

). (For more details, refer to 6.3.4.)
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6.5 Multiple screens
6.5.1 Multi screen mode
The multi-screen mode can cut any selected area out from the displayed horizontal
screen and display the cut area in the lower part of the screen as a sub-screen.
Set mark

Tilt display

Multi-screen display

The multiple screens (sub-screens) can be displayed in the lower part of the screen
starting from the left to the right. Up to four multiple screens (sub-screens) can be
displayed at a time, and the fifth sub-screen renews the oldest sub-screen in the
leftmost corner.
The tilt information that is obtained when each sub-screen is displayed can be
displayed in the multiple screen mode.
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6.5.2 Display method
The multiple screens (sub-screens) can be displayed using the cross-cursor and the
setting key (

) of the controller.

Operation procedure
(1) Set the mode to the multiple screen mode.
(2) Press the setting key (
) of the controller in the position where you want to
display a sub-screen. Then, the set mark “ ” appears on the screen, and the
multiple screen mode with a sub-screen is started.
6.5.3 Sub screen input setting
In the sub screen input settings, the renewal timing of the multiple screen mode
display can be changed. The timing can be selected from five types: MANUAL, AUTO,
2, 4, and 8.
Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "SUB SCREEN,” and then press the menu key (
to open the "SUB SCREEN" menu.

)

(3) Place the cross-cursor over an input timing setting on the “INPUT TIMING” menu,
and then press the menu key (

) to change the input timing to the new setting.
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INPUT TIMING

Description

Manual

The set mark “ ” is displayed in the cross-cursor position at
the time of pressing the setting key (
) and also is
displayed on multiple screens. Each time the setting key (
)
is pressed, the multiple screens are renewed.

1/1

The multiple screens of areas with the set mark “
renewed for each transmission of the areas.

1/2
1/4
1/8

These are to determine transmission times of areas with the
set mark “ ” when the multiple screens of the areas are
renewed.
For example, if "1/2" is set, the sub screen of an area with the
set mark “ ” is renewed once every two transmissions.
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” is

6.5.4 Tilt selection/auto tilt mode
By combining the tilt selection and the auto tilt mode, the multiple screen mode can be
used to find out the width of a fish school or the vertical distribution of a fish school.
Method for changing the tilt selection
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "SUB SCREEN,” and then press the menu key (
to open the "SUB SCREEN" menu.
(3) Place the cross-cursor over "TILT,” and then press the menu key (
the "TILT" menu.

)

) to open

(4) Place the cross-cursor over "TILT MODE,” and then press the menu key (
open the "TILT MODE" menu.

) to

(5) Place the cross-cursor over the tilt set item to be used, and then press the menu
key (
MENU

) to change the tilt mode to the new setting.
SUB SCREEN

TILT
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TILT MODE

TILT MODE
Manual

Auto

Description
This is for setting the tilt manually.
This is for changing the tilt automatically each time the
transmission is performed by an angle set using the auto tilt mode.
For example, when the tilt is 0°, and 2° is set for the auto tilt mode,
the tilt is continually changed each time the transmission is
performed, in the order of −2° → −4° → −2° → 0° → +2° → 0°.

Oneshot

Unlike the continual change in the auto tilt mode, the oneshot
mode is for performing only one cycle of the auto tilt mode.
For example, when the tilt is 0°, and 2° is set for the auto tilt mode,
the oneshot mode performs only one cycle of the tilt changes for
each transmission, in the order of −2° → −4° → −2° → 0° → +2° →
0°, and it ends the operation.

Track

This is used with the event mark
for automatically changing
the tilt to track the depth of the event mark
.
The tilt cannot be changed while tracking.
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Method for changing the auto tilt mode

(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "SUB SCREEN,” and then press the menu key (
to open the "SUB SCREEN" menu.
(3) Place the cross-cursor over "TILT,” and then press the menu key (
the "TILT" menu.

)

) to open

(4) Place the cross-cursor over "AUTO TILT,” and then press the menu key (
open the "AUTO TILT" menu.

) to

(5) Place the cross-cursor over the tilt set item to be used, and then press the menu
key (

MENU

) to change the auto tilt mode to the new setting.

SUB SCREEN

TILT
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AUTO TILT

6.6 Echo sounder screen
6.6.1 Echo sounder screen mode
The function of the echo sounder screen mode is used when the fish signal input from
the outside is displayed together with the sonar image on the same screen. At places
without enough space to install both the sonar and echo sounder, this function is useful
to view images of the sonar and echo sounder simultaneously. For information about
the echo sounder signal input, please contact one of our service engineers.

Echo sounder
display area

Depth
information

Image running direction
Echo sounder screen
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6.6.2 Gain adjustment
The gain in the echo sounder screen mode can be adjusted by operating the gain keys
and

(

menu key (

) of the controller or by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the
).

Gain adjustment by gain key operation
The gain in the echo sounder screen mode can be adjusted by moving the
cross-cursor into the echo sounder screen display area and by pressing the gain keys
(

and

).

Gain adjustment by menu operation
The gain can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu key
(

).

Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "SUB SCREEN,” and then press the menu key (
to open the "SUB SCREEN" menu.

)

(3) Place the cross-cursor over "ECHO SOUNDER,” and then press the menu key
(

) to open the "ECHO SOUNDER" menu.

(4) Place the cross-cursor over "GAIN,” and then press the menu key (
the "GAIN" menu.
(5) Place the cross-cursor over "▲,” and then press the menu key (

) to open
) to increase

the gain. Place the cross-cursor over "▼,” and then press the menu key (
decrease the gain.
MENU

SUB SCREEN

ECHO SOUNDER
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GAIN

) to

6.6.3 Range adjustment
The range in the echo sounder screen mode can be adjusted by operating the range
keys (

and

the menu key (

) of the controller or by menu operation using the cross-cursor and
).

Range adjustment by range key operation
The range in the echo sounder screen mode can be adjusted by moving the
cross-cursor to the echo sounder screen and by pressing a range key (

or

).

Range adjustment by menu operation
The range can be adjusted by menu operation using the cross-cursor and the menu
key (

).

Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "SUB SCREEN,” and then press the menu key (
to open the "SUB SCREEN" menu.

)

(3) Place the cross-cursor over "ECHO SOUNDER,” and then press the menu key
(

) to open the "ECHO SOUNDER" menu.

(4) Place the cross-cursor over "RANGE,” and then press the menu key (
open the "RANGE" menu.

) to

(5) Place the cross-cursor over the fish range item to be used, and then press the
menu key (
MENU

) to change the fish range to the new setting.
SUB SCREEN

ECHO SOUNDER
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RANGE

6.7 Audio screen
6.7.1 Audio screen mode
The audio screen mode outputs a sonar image encircled with the audio mark to the
audio screen display area. This mode can be used for viewing the history of fish
movement.

Audio
bearing mark

Audio
screen
area

Direct
distance
Image running direction
Audio Screen

6.7.2 Audio bearing change
The audio bearing can be changed by pressing the bearing mark keys (
and
)
of the controller in all 360° directions. The audio bearing mark moves to the changed
direction.
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6.7.3 Gate width change
There are four types of audio gate widths: narrow (11°), wide (180°), middle (90°), and
narrowest (11°; audio marker indication: 0°). You can select a cut range of the audio
screen.
Operation procedure:
(1) Press the menu key (

) to open the menu.

(2) Place the cross-cursor over "AUDIO,” and then press the menu key (
the "AUDIO" menu.

) to open

(3) Place the cross-cursor over "GATE WIDTH,” and then press the menu key (
to open the "GATE WIDTH" menu.

)

(4) Place the cross-cursor over the gate width item to be used, and then press the
menu key (

MENU

) to change the gate width to the new setting.

AUDIO
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GATE WIDTH
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Chapter 7

Operation and Maintenance of the Hoisting System

7.1 Description of each part of the M-120 hoisting system

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
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Hoist control box(C-93)
Rocker switch
Cable gland
Gear box
Cable fixing brackets
Limit switch
Guide ring
Transducer
Seal holder
Feed screw
Hoisting motor
Manual handle
Fall stopper
Skirt
Zinc ring

(1) Hoist control box(C-93)
Control box that houses the electromagnetic switch, control board, and
clinometer (For details, refer to 7.2 Hoist control box.)
(2) Rocker switches
Power supply ON/OFF switch of the hoisting system with a built-in circuit
protector (10A) (For details, refer to 7.2 Hoist control box.)
(3) Cable gland
With this, by holding the cables of (8) transducer at the outlet of the hoisting
pipe, the cables can be fixed and packed.
(4) Gear box
This houses the drive gears. When the top cover is opened, hoisting operation
is stopped.
(5) Cable fixing brackets
For fixing the cables from the transducer
(6) Limit switch
Switch for stopping the hoisting operation when the switch is turned ON,
restricting the hoisting operation at the upper and lower limits
(7) Guide ring
Through this, the loads from driving resistance and vibration when the (8)
transducer is projected to the hoisting pipe are reduced.
(8) Transducer
The transducer has a built-in ultrasonic oscillator. The “FWD” mark of the
transducer needs to be aligned with the “FWD” mark of the clinometer when
installing.

FWD mark
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(9) Seal holder
The V gasket is pressed in using the bolts (M8) for maintaining
water-tightness.
(10) Feed screw
Screw for converting the rotation of the (11) hoist motor into hoisting operation
(11) Hoisting motor
Hoisting drive motor (specifications: 24 V DC; 100W; with a brake)
(12) Manual handle
This handle is used to perform the ascending or descending operation of the
hoisting system when the power is OFF. (For details, refer to 7.3 Manual
handle operation procedure.)
(13) Fall stopper
Structure for preventing the transducer from descending when the power of
the hoisting system is OFF
(14) Skirt
Part welded to the bottom of the ship for housing the projected hoisting system
(15) Zinc ring
Change electrolytic corrosion-preventing zinc plates annually.
(For details, refer to 7.4 Maintenance and care of the hoisting system.)
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7.2 Hoist control box (C-93 hoisting control box)
7.2.1 Hoist control box
Name of each part of the hoist control box

ii

i

iv

iii

Reset button

v

vi

vii
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i. Electromagnetic switch
Reversible electromagnetic switch
ii. Clinometer
For detecting the rolling of the ship and sending information to the transducer, and
also for compensating for the ultrasonic transmission beams
iii. Thermal relay
Hoisting motor protection thermal relay from overcurrent with a set value of 6.6A;
when a trip occurs, the switch is raised. To use it again, it is necessary to press the
reset button.
iv. Rocker switch
Power supply ON/OFF switch of the hoisting system with a built-in circuit protector
(10A)
v. DC IN terminal
24V DC power input terminal for operating the hoisting system that requires a
power supply of 20 to 32 V DC and a current capacity of 10A or more; when wiring,
be careful not to connect the wires to an incorrect polarity.
vi. SHC-10 board
Hoisting control board (Details are described in the following section.)
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7.2.2 Name of each part of the SHC-10 board

(i)

(ii)
(vii)

(iii)
(viii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(ix)
(xii)
(xiii)
(x)

(xiv)

(xi)

(i) AUTO/MANUAL selecting switch
(ii) Manual hoisting switch
(iii) +12 V NON-ISO LED
(iv) +12 V ISO LED
(v) DOWN LED
(vi) UP LED
(vii) UPPER LMT LED
(viii) LOWER LMT LED
(ix) HANDLE SW LED
(x) +5 V NON-ISO LED
(xi) CLINO TX LED
(xii) TB202 connector (contact signal output)
(xiii) Jumper pin for determining contact signal output
operation
(xiv) TB201 connector (CB561)
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(i)

AUTO/MANUAL selecting switch
Switch for changing auto/manual operation that is normally set to “AUTO,” with
which the hoisting system is made operable using the controller
“MANUAL” enables operation using the (ii) manual hoisting switch.
Note: Please be careful in that the hoisting system automatically ascends by setting
this switch to “AUTO” under the condition of the hoisting system being in any
position under the upper limit.

(ii)

Manual hoisting switch
For use in maintenance; this switch is enabled by shifting the (i) AUTO/MANUAL
selecting switch to "MANUAL." The hoisting system operates when the
AUTO/MANUAL selecting switch is in the “MANUAL” position; the hoisting system
operation stops when the AUTO/MANUAL selecting switch is released from the
"MANUAL" position.
After maintenance or inspection, be sure to have the (i) AUTO/MANUAL selecting
switch shifted to the “AUTO” position.

(iii)
+12 V NON-ISO LED
LED always turned ON for checking for 12 V power supply; when this LED is turned
OFF, check the rocker switch and the input voltage.
(iv) +12 V ISO LED
LED always turned ON for checking for 12 V power supply; when this LED is turned
OFF, check the rocker switch and the input voltage.
(v)
DOWN LED
An LED that is turned ON when the hoisting system is descending
(vi) UP LED
LED that is turned ON when the hoisting system is ascending
(vii) UPPER LMT LED
LED that is turned ON when the hoisting system is at the upper limit
(viii) LOWER LMT LED
LED that is turned ON when the hoisting system is at the lower limit
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(ix) HANDLE SW LED
LED that is turned ON when the manual handle is used; when the LED is ON,
hoisting operation using electric power is disabled.
When the top cover of the gear box is closed, the LED is OFF.
(x)
+5 V NON-ISO LED
LED that is turned ON when the power of the processor is ON; when the LED is
turned ON, the clinometer is also powered ON.
(xi)
CLINO TX LED
LED that is turned ON when the data is output from the clinometer
(xii) TB202 connector (contact signal output)
According to the hoisting system condition, the ON/OFF contact signals are output.
Please install the wires for an external rotating beacon (optional), etc., according to
the following diagram.
Be sure that the contact signal output does not exceed the rating shown in the table
below.

SHC-10
TB202

＋

1
2
Fuse (maximum 2A)

－

＋

－

External
power supply

Figure: Contact signal output wiring
Table: Contact signal output rating
Rating at contact
30 V DC; 2A
125 V AC; 0.5 V
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(xiii) Jumper pin for determining contact signal output operation
In JP1 setting, the operation of the contact signal output is determined. Please
change the setting as necessary.
Table: JP1 setting (operation of the contact signal output)
JP1 setting
1-2 shortcut
(before
shipment)
2-3 shortcut
Open

Operation of the contact signal output
The contact is ON when the hoisting system is at the
upper limit.
The contact is ON when the hoisting system is in
operation (ascending/descending).
The contact is always OFF.

(xiv) TB201 connector (CB561)
Connector for connecting the CB561 cables

TB201
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table: TB201 pin assignment
CB561
Signal name
Signal direction
wire color
Brown
HOLD
Processor → hoisting
system
Red
FALL
Processor → hoisting
system
Orange
BUZZER
Processor → hoisting
system
Yellow
GND_ISO
－
Green
LOWER_LIMIT_ISO
Hoisting system →
processor
Blue
UPPER_LIMIT_ISO
Hoisting system →
processor
Light blue CLINO_ON_OFF+
Processor → hoisting
system
Gray
CLINO_ON_OFF−
Processor → hoisting
system
White
CLINO_422A
Hoisting system →
processor
Black
CLINO_422B
Hoisting system →
processor
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Important:
When removing the CB561 cable coating at your site, cut away about 10 mm of wire
coating. Any exposed wire length that is not cut away by about 10 mm may cause a
contact error or malfunction.
10 mm

Figure: CB561 terminal processing

7.2.3 Automatic ascending
An automatic ascending circuit for the transducer is installed in this system.
When the transducer is projected (at the lower limit), pressing the OFF key (

) of the

controller activates the automatic ascending of the transducer. After the transducer is
housed at the fixed position, the power is OFF. For ensuring safety, please be sure to
perform maintenance after shifting the AUTO/MANUAL selecting switch to the
“MANUAL” position, in order to disable this automatic ascending.
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7.3 Manual handle operation procedure

! Warning
When using the manual handle operation, please confirm to make the “SWITCH OFF.”
If it is kept switch on, this device might suddenly be operated.

Manual handle

1)

2)

Remove the wingnut that fixes the
manual handle and set the handle to
the feed screw shaft as shown in the
figure. Screw the removed wingnut into
the bolt.

Descent

Ascent

Please make the brakes release, which are located in the lower part of the Hoist Motor (2
spots in the drawings). Also, you need to confirm if this handle is operative manually.

Brake release screw

Brake release screw

Lever

3)

Remove the cover of the fall stopper, and then turn the lever in the lower part.

4)

Turn the manual handle and ascend/descend the hoisting system to the desired
position.
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5)

When the work is completed, move the hoisting system to the position of the end
in the ascending direction using the manual handle.

6)

Loosen (by one turn) the brake release screw (2 spots) of the bottom part of the
Hoist Motor, and then make sure that the manual handle is not turned.

7)

Remove the manual handle and return it to the specified position. Then, close the
gear cover.

8) Return the lever in the lower part of the fall stopper to its original position and
install the cover.
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7.4 Maintenance and care of the hoisting system

! Warning
When using the manual handle operation, please confirm to make the “SWITCH OFF.”
If it is kept switch on, this device might suddenly be operated.

(1) Tightening of the waterproof gasket
If water leaks from the hoisting system
seal holder, loosen the four M8 bolts of
the seal holder, remove each spacer, and
tighten the M8 hexagon head bolts again.

(2)

Hexagon head bolt
Spacer

Lubrication of the hoisting system
Apply grease to the areas as follows once a month.
Wipe off any impure grease.
① Sliding area of hoisting pipe
Apply grease to the entire upper circumference of
the seal holder.
② Feed screw
Apply grease to the feed screw from the
clearance of the cover.
③ Drive gear
Open the cover of the gear box and apply grease
to the gear tooth surfaces.
After lubrication at each part is complete, perform
ascending and descending operation two times.
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(3) Replacement of the zinc ring (work in lifting)
In order to prevent electrolytic corrosion, a zinc ring is attached to the upper part of the
dome. Replace the ring periodically.
Change electrolytic corrosion-preventing zinc plates annually.
The zinc ring has a two-part structure.
Remove two hexagon socket head cap screws to remove the zinc ring.
After replacement, tighten the zinc ring with fixing screws.

Zinc ring
Fixing screw

Hexagon socket
head cap screw

!

Caution

・Change electrolytic corrosion-preventing zinc plates annually.
Be sure to perform electrolytic corrosion prevention. If electrolytic corrosion
prevention is not performed, the transducer may fall accidentally or there
may be an influx of seawater into a dome, in the worst case.

The order model number

Name
Zinc ring

Order number
59-00184
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Qt
1

7.5 Angle adjustment of the clinometer
When the hoisting system is mounted on the ship, it is necessary that the “FWD”
direction of the clinometer in the hoist control box conforms to the “FWD” direction of the
transducer.
2-1) Check for the mounting direction.
The connector side of the clinometer is the bow side.
If this is not the case, change the mounting direction as follows.
① Before starting the task, remove screw A and remove the clinometer together
with the base plate from the hoist control box.
② Remove screw B and change the direction of the clinometer in increments of
90° before mounting the clinometer again.
③ To change in increments of 45°, remove hexagonal spacer C to change
direction and attach it again to the clinometer plate.
2-2）Inclination adjustment
The inclination of the clinometer board can be horizontally adjusted.
Loosen three hexagonal nuts D and adjust the height of lower nuts E.
After the adjustment, tighten nuts D.
FWD
Connector
Clinometer plate
Base plate

Clinometer PCB
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Chapter 8

Connecting a mouse/trackball

The processor of this sonar system is provided with a connector for the use of
commercially supplied mice/trackballs. With a mouse/trackball connected to the processor,
unique operation not available with the RC-25 is allowed.
A mouse/trackball can be connected to the USB port on the connector panel of the
processor.

USB port

Enlarged port area
Connector panel of processor

Note: A mouse/trackball that is prepared by yourself can be connected to
the processor. However, if the place where the mouse/trackball is
operated is distant from the place where the processor is installed,
additional wiring is required. In such a case, please contact one of
our service representatives for consultation.
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8.1 Tilt adjustment
Tilt adjustment is available using the RC-25 controller. However, connecting a
mouse/trackball to the processor allows for tilt adjustment not only from the RC-25
controller but also with the wheel of the mouse/trackball.
8.1.1 Setting method
As the operation of a mouse/trackball is enabled only when the mouse/trackball is
connected to the processor, the mouse/trackball operation is disabled when the
system is shipped. The mouse/trackball operation needs to be enabled when used,
through the menu.
Procedure for enabling wheel tilt adjustment
(1) Move the cross-cursor to the bottom of the screen, and then press the menu key
) to open "OPTION.”
(
(2) Place the cross-cursor over "BASIC OPTION" in the "OPTION” menu, and then
press the menu key (
) to open the "BASIC OPTION" menu.
(3) Place the cross-cursor over "MOUSE/TRACKBALL" in the "BASIC OPTION" menu,
and then press the menu key (
) to open the "MOUSE/TRACKBALL" menu.
(4) Place the cross-cursor over "WHEEL" in the "MOUSE/TRACKBALL" menu, and
then press the menu key (
) to open the "WHEEL" menu.
(5) Place the cross-cursor over "TILT" in the WHEEL" menu, and then press the menu
key (
OPTION

). Then, tilt adjustment using the wheel is enabled.
BASIC OPTION

MOUSE/TRACKBALL
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WHEEL

8.1.2 Tilt adjustment method
The tilt can be adjusted upward and downward by turning the wheel as follows.

Upward tilt adjustment

Downward tilt adjustment
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8.2 Event display
The event display function is available using the RC-25 controller. However,
connecting a mouse/trackball to the processor allows for event display not only from
the RC-25 controller but also by using the wheel of the mouse/trackball.
8.2.1 Setting method
As the operation of a mouse/trackball is enabled only when the mouse/trackball is
connected to the processor, the mouse/trackball operation is disabled when the
system is shipped. The mouse/trackball operation needs to be enabled when used,
through the menu.
Procedure for enabling wheel event display
(1) Move the cross-cursor to the bottom of the screen, and then press the menu key
) to open "OPTION.”
(
(2) Place the cross-cursor over "BASIC OPTION" in the "OPTION” menu, and then
press the RC-25 menu key (
) to open the "BASIC OPTION" menu.
(3) Place the cross-cursor over "MOUSE/TRACKBALL" in the "BASIC OPTION" menu,
and then press the RC-25 menu key (
menu.

) to open the "MOUSE/TRACKBALL"

(4) Place the cross-cursor over "BUTTON" in the "MOUSE/TRACKBALL" menu, and
) to open the "BUTTON" menu.
then press the RC-25 menu key (
(5) Place the cross-cursor over "EVENT" in the "BUTTON" menu, and then press the
RC-25 menu key (
OPTION

). Then, event display using the wheel is enabled.
BASIC OPTION

MOUSE/TRACKBALL
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BUTTON

8.2.2 Event display method
Place the cross-cursor in any position on the sonar screen, and then click the left
button of the mouse/trackball to display event

, click the right button to display event

, and click the wheel button to display event

. These events cannot be deleted

using the mouse/trackball. Use the event erasing key (

Click the wheel button to display event

).

.

Click the right button to display Event
Click the left button to display event

.

.

8.2.3 Points to note for menu operation
When the wheel event display function is enabled, the functions of the left button of
the mouse/trackball and the menu key (

) become the same. Similarly, the

functions of the right button of the mouse/track ball and the menu back key (

)

become the same. While the cross-cursor is positioned on the sonar screen, clicking
the left button of the mouse/track ball (or pressing the menu key [
]) displays
event

, while clicking the right button of the mouse/track ball (or pressing the

menu back key [

]) displays event

. Note that the menu operation is disabled.
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Procedure for opening the menu
(1) Place the cross-cursor in any position in the sub-screen area (the □ area in the
figure below).
(2) Click the left button of the mouse/track ball (or press the menu key [
the menu.

]) to open

Procedure for opening the option menu
(1) Place the cross-cursor in any position at the bottom of the sub-screen area (the □
area in the figure below).
(2) Click the left button of the mouse/trackball (or press the menu key [
the "OPTION” menu.

]) to open

Place the cross-cursor in these
Multiple screen display in horizontal screen
mode

areas, and then click the left button
of the mouse/trackball (or press the
menu key [

]). Then, the menu

operation can be enabled.

Fish finder display in audio screen mode
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Procedure for opening the menu in full screen mode
(1) Place the cross-cursor in any position at the right end of the display area.
(2) Click the left button of the mouse/track ball (or press the menu key [
the menu.

]) to open

Procedure for opening the option menu in full screen mode
(1) Place the cross-cursor in any position at the right end at the bottom of the display
area.
(2) Click the left button of the mouse/trackball (or press the menu key [
the "OPTION” menu.

]) to open

Place the cross-cursor at the right
end of the screen, and then click the
left button of the mouse/trackball (or
press the menu key [
]). Then,
the menu operation can be enabled.

Full screen display
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